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ABSTRACT
Drawing upon ethnographic study of the International Haplotype Map Project and
media analysis of genetic ancestry testing, this talk conceptualizes the forms of power at
play in current efforts to construct a liberal anti-racist genomics. Specifically, it distinguishes between two problems of power and science: one characterized by what Michel
Foucault labeled states of domination, and the other by what he described as relations of
power. It argues that when states of domination exist, as in the case of the Tuskegee
Syphilis Experiment, liberal efforts to extend new powers to research subjects may redress power imbalances between researchers and their subjects. However, when the
distinction between scientists and research subjects are made less clear, as in contemporary efforts to construct an anti-racist genomics, efforts to extend liberal democratic
rights can produce novel problems both for the conduct of science, and for the conduct
of selves.
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